Abstract. The performance of metadata processing in large distributed file systems currently presents larger challenges than scaling of data throughput. The paper presents a novel, distributed benchmark called DMetabench for measuring the performance of metadata operations (e.g. file creation). DMetabench runs in environments with potentially thousands of nodes and allows an assessment of the scalability of metadata operations. Additionally, precise run-time performance data is preserved which allows for a better understanding of performance artifacts. Validation results from production file systems at the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) are provided and discussed. Possible applications of knowledge about metadata performance scaling include the choice of an optimal parallelization strategy for metadata-itensive workload in a specific runtime environment.
Introduction
A paradigm shift to massively distributed computing environments has sparked new interest in scalable storage solutions. Although distributed file systems have been used for many years, they only scaled for specific applications, such as file serving in desktop environments, for much of their existence. Only recently did parallel file systems enable the creation of large storage solutions with 100s of Terabytes. However, determining how to cope with millions or billions of files in an efficient manner remains a challenge. This shifts the attention of the research community from scaling data storage capabilities towards scaling the performance of metadata -the information needed to organize and find data in a file system. storage of data and metadata (e.g. CXFS [3] or Lustre [4] ). The objective of adding more servers is to increase capacity and performance while maintaining the illusion of a local file system to the application layer.
Metadata Semantics
File system semantics define the operational behavior of a file system and include pre-conditions as well as post-conditions. Semantics can describe the visibility of operations (e.g. the point in time when updates are visible in a distributed environment), persistence and durability guarantees or file system invariants (e.g. a file path uniquely describes a file). The behavior of distributed file systems originally comes from local disk file systems which in turn adhere to standards like, for example, POSIX [5] . However, several guarantees which are trivial within a single operating system instance, like the instant visibility of write operations, can be difficult to efficiently implement in a distributed environment. Thus, some distributed file systems have chosen to relax some of the guarantees and to define additional procedures. For example, the open-to-close semantics of AFS dictate that writes to a file are only visible to other processes after a close() or an explicit flush operation. Other semantics like close-to-open or immutable are also being used. Such relaxations can reduce the amount of locking and thus improve performance.
Remarkably, some metadata-focused operations, such as creating a new file, still carry the uniqueness guarantees given by a local file system and therefore prohibit any shortcuts regarding access coordination in a distributed environment. In this way, the very basic process of creating a file is a potential bottleneck in distributed file systems depending on the locking mechanisms involved. Performance of non-modifying metadata operations, such as reading file attributes, can also suffer from network latency depending on the presence of caches. Some real-life workloads, for example filesystem-based mail servers, search engines, data backup, replication or virus scanning are inherently metadata-intensive.
To sidestep latency, a parallelization of operations (e.g. creating multiple files concurrently) is a possible solution. The attractivity of this approach is further enhanced by the fact that distributed file systems often include large disk arrays which are well-suited to processing multiple requests at the same time by request distribution. From the client perspective the current architectural trend towards multi-core architectures enables increased concurrency inside a single operating system (OS) instance and thus also more simultaneous -but potentially conflicting -metadata operations (intra-node concurrency). On the other hand some distributed file systems were optimized for inter-node concurrency, which means access from multiple different OS instances. These two types have profound implications on the performance of concurrent metadata operations because often different consistency mechanisms are used. Furthermore most distributed file systems allow to tune parameters which influence concurrency limits. Thus it is quite difficult to find out how to parallelize a metadata-intensive task in a way which achieves optimum performance.
